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Flash lamp annealing (FLA) can induce the explosive crystallization (EC) of
micrometer-order-thick amorphous germanium (a-Ge) films. This EC leaves behind
periodic microstructures consisting of two regions with different grain features existing
alternatively along a lateral crystallization direction. One of the two regions contains a
few hundred nm-sized relatively large grains, while such large-sized grains are not seen
in the other region. This particular microstructure is similar to that of polycrystalline
silicon (poly-Si) films formed through EC induced by FLA.

The interval of the

periodic structures in the polycrystalline Ge (poly-Ge) of 0.7-0.85 µm is smaller than
that in the case of Si of about 1 µm. This is probably due to larger thermal diffusivity
of a-Ge than that of a-Si. The speed of the EC is estimated to be 5-7 m/s, which is
smaller than the speed of liquid-phase-epitaxy- (LPE-) based EC of ~8 m/s for Ge films
reported previously.

This fact indicates that a crystallization process other than LPE is
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also involved in this EC, and solid-phase nucleation governs the EC.

This is also

similar to what have been previously confirmed in Si films, meaning that this particular
EC could occur universally in a variety of materials.

Keywords: flash lamp annealing, explosive crystallization, polycrystalline germanium,
periodic structure
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1. Introduction
Non-thermal equilibrium annealing techniques have attracted significant attentions
as the methods of forming device-quality films by crystallizing precursor amorphous
films on low-cost substrates [1-12]. Of a number of rapid annealing techniques, flash
lamp annealing (FLA) is of great advantage especially for forming photovoltaic
crystalline films because of its millisecond-order annealing duration [9,10].

This

enables us to sufficiently heat µm-order-thick amorphous films without the entire
heating of substrates.

We have so far found that FLA can induce the explosive

crystallization (EC) of amorphous silicon (a-Si) films, self-catalytic lateral
crystallization driven by the release of latent heat [13]. The lateral propagation speed
of EC is on the order of m/s or more, by which we can fully suppress the diffusion of
dopants inside Si films and hydrogen desorption from hydrogenated Si films [14,15].
These features are suitable for the fabrication of poly-Si solar cells.

Interestingly, the

flash-lamp-induced EC sometimes leaves behind periodic microstructures inside and on
the surface of polycrystalline Si (poly-Si) films formed.

This particular EC is

observed especially when catalytic chemical vapor deposited (Cat-CVD) or sputtered
a-Si films are used as precursor films [13,16,17]. Periodic surface roughness formed
on flash-lamp-crystallized (FLC) poly-Si films through the particular EC can be utilized
as anti-reflection structures [18]. Thus, the fundamental understanding of this curious
EC is quite important to apply this technique to the production of photovoltaic materials,
and we should investigate whether similar EC occurs also in other materials by FLA.
In this study, we have attempted the crystallization of amorphous germanium
(a-Ge) films, instead of a-Si films, by FLA in order to know whether the particular EC
can occur universally in extensive materials. Since germanium has lower melting
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point than Si [11], crystallization under lower fluence and/or supporting substrate
heating temperature can be expected.

This would give us the broadening of the

choices of substrate materials. Furthermore, the utilization of FLA to crystallize a-Ge
films can lead to the formation of poly-Ge films with unique microstructures, unlike
poly-Ge films formed by other techniques such as laser or metal-induced crystallization
[12, 19-25]. Poly-Ge has been a promising material for application to devices such as
thin-film transistors and solar cells [23-25], and the demonstration of crystallizing a-Ge
films by FLA would present an alternative option to produce poly-Ge films.

2. Experimental Procedures
About 3-µm-thick a-Ge films were deposited directly on 20×20×0.7 mm3-sized
quartz glass substrates by sputtering at an Ar flow rate of 30 sccm, at a pressure of ~1
Pa, and at a RF power of 200 W, with no intentional substrate heating. a-Ge films then
received a shot of quasi-5-ms flash lamp irradiation, consisting of discrete sub-pulses
with tunable emission frequencies of 1-10 kHz.

The irradiation of a series of

quasi-millisecond pulse leads to the formation of macroscopic stripe patterns, visible to
naked eyes, on the surface of crystallized materials. We can easily estimate lateral
crystallization speed by dividing the width of the stripe patterns by the reciprocal of
sub-pulse emission frequency [26].

In the case of Si, the velocity of EC leaving

behind periodic microstructures is ~4 m/s, and the velocity of liquid-phase-epitaxy(LPE-) based EC is ~14 m/s [26].

It should be noted that there is no impact of

sub-pulse emission frequency on poly-Ge film properties, except for the width of the
macroscopic stripe patterns. The spectrum of flash lamp light is shown in Fig. 1.
The flash lamp pulse light has a broad spectrum mainly in a visible wavelength region.
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The fluence of a quasi-5-ms flash lamp light was set to be about 9 J/cm2, and no
pre-heating was performed for Ge films during FLA. Crystallization and crystalline
fraction of Ge films after FLA were evaluated by Raman spectroscopy using the
632.8nm line of a He-Ne laser. Due to the insufficient penetration depth (<100 nm) of
the laser light, we also measured the Raman spectra of the poly-Ge films after wet
etching using HF/HNO3 solution. The surface morphology of FLC poly-Ge films were
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4100) operating at 20 kV.
The cross-sectional microstructures of a FLC poly-Ge film were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-4000EX) at an operating voltage
of 400kV. The cross-section of a FLC poly-Ge film was formed along an EC direction
by focused ion beam (FIB, Hitachi FB2000A) at 30 kV.

3. Results
Figure 2 shows the surface image of a FLC poly-Ge film after FLA at a sub-pulse
emission frequency of 3 kHz. One can see rainbow-like color on the surface of the
FLC poly-Ge film. This is an indication of the existence of wavelength-order
microstructures on the poly-Ge surface.

We can also observe macroscopic stripe

patterns on the FLC poly-Ge surface, as indicated by a pair of arrows on the figure,
similar to the case of poly-Si after the irradiation of discrete sub-pulses [26]. From the
width of the stripe pattern of ~2 mm and sub-pulse emission frequency of 3 kHz, a
lateral crystallization speed is estimated to be 5-7 m/s. One can see a concentric
pattern on the left side of the surface image. This is probably due to the ignition of EC
at the center of the concentric pattern, and local microstructure inside a-Ge, such as a
void, could be the trigger of starting EC.

Figure 3(a) shows the Raman spectrum of an
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as-sputtered precursor a-Ge film. A broad peak at around 270 cm-1, originating from
a-Ge phase, is clearly observed, and we cannot see any crystalline Ge (c-Ge) peaks.
Figure 3(b) shows the Raman spectra of FLC poly-Ge films before and after wet etching
and a single-crystalline Ge wafer for comparison. A sharp peak at ~300 cm-1 is seen in
all the spectrum of the FLC poly-Ge films, whereas the signal of a-Ge is hardly
observed. This clearly indicates the formation of a poly-Ge film with high crystalline
fraction by a single shot of FLA. The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
c-Ge peak for at the FLC poly-Ge surface is ~5.0 cm-1, which is significantly smaller
than that of a reference Ge wafer of ~3.2 cm-1. This means that FLC poly-Ge films
consist of small grains [27]. Furthermore, the middle and bottom regions of the FLC
poly-Ge films show even wider c-Ge Raman peaks with FWHMs of 6.3 and 6.7 cm-1,
respectively. This fact indicates that the surface region tends to contain larger grains.
The c-Ge Raman peak of poly-Ge surface is located at a slightly higher wavenumber,
which is a tendency opposite to results reported previously [22,27]. This is probably
caused by compressive stress that precursor a-Ge films originally have and remains
even after crystallization. The middle and bottom parts show slight low-wavenumber
shift, which is also an indication of the existence of finer grains.
Figure 4 shows the surface SEM image of a FLC poly-Ge film. One can see
microscopic periodic surface roughness along a lateral crystallization direction, and the
interval of the periodic structure is 0.7-0.85 µm.

This characteristic surface

morphology probably creates the rainbow-colored surface shown in Fig. 2. Similar
periodic surface morphology can also be seen on the surface of FLC poly-Si films,
while the interval of the periodic structures is approximately 1 µm [13].
Figure 5(a) shows the bright-field cross-sectional TEM image of a FLC poly-Ge
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film.

It can be confirmed that not only a surface region but middle and bottom regions

of the Ge film are crystallized.

This is consistent with the result of Raman

spectroscopy, shown in Fig. 3(b), and is reasonable because thermal diffusion length of
a-Ge and glass during 5 ms is on the order of several tens of µm. The characteristic
surface morphology with periodic roughness, shown in Fig. 4, is also observed in the
TEM image.

Furthermore, we can clearly see periodic structures also inside the

poly-Ge film, in which two kinds of regions seem to appear alternatively along the
crystallization direction. This feature can be seen more clearly in the dark-field image
shown in Fig. 5(b). One of the two regions contains a few hundred nm-sized relatively
large grains (large-grain region), while such large-sized grains are not seen in the other
region (fine-grain region).

The large-grain region includes surface protrusions,

whereas the fine-grain region connects to surface concave parts. These features are
also similarly seen in FLC poly-Si films [13,16,17]. Based on the TEM images, we
can understand that the smaller FWHM of a c-Ge Raman peak for the surface of
poly-Ge than inside, shown in Fig. 3(b), is due to the selective detection of surface
protrusions containing larger grains.

Figure 6 shows electron diffraction patterns

acquired at the fine-grain and large-grain regions. A multi-spot diffraction pattern is
obtained in the fine-grain region, and only limited numbers of spots are seen in the
diffraction pattern of the large-grain region. These facts are consistent with the results
of grain features confirmed in the TEM images shown above.

Figures 7 and 8 show

the high-resolution TEM images of the fine-grain and large-grain regions of the FLC
poly-Ge film. We can actually observe a few nm-sized grains in the fine-grain region.
On the contrary, no remarkable boundaries are seen in the lattice image of the
large-grain region, clearly showing the formation of large grains.
7

4. Discussion
If EC occurs only through melting process, EC speed must be dominated by the
speed of LPE at the melting point of precursor amorphous material. However, the EC
speed of Ge films of 5-7 m/s, estimated from the width of macroscopic stripe patterns
on FLC poly-Ge films, is smaller than that of LPE-based EC of ~8 m/s which was
observed in an irradiation of 5-ns Nd:YAG laser pulse to a-Ge films preheated to
temperatures of up till 870 °C [11]. This fact indicates that the EC observed in this
study cannot be explained by simple liquid-phase EC, and we should probably consider
a crystallization mechanism in which solid-phase process is involved. On the other
hand, the formation of highly roughened surface on FLC poly-Ge films from flat a-Ge
films is the clear evidence of melting-related crystallization. These facts probably
suggest that both solid- and liquid-phase processes are included in the EC of a-Ge films
observed in this study, as in the case of EC for Cat-CVD or sputtered CVD films
[13,16,17]. The emergence of solid-phase crystallization can also be explained from
the existence of 10-nm-sized fine grains. The EC velocity of 5-7 m/s and the interval
of the microscopic periodic structure of 0.7-0.85 µm correspond to duration for the
formation of one period of microstructure of roughly 100 ns. Since the density of
10-nm-sized fine grains is ~1018 /cm3, nucleation rate of ~1025 /cm3s is necessary. This
value is possible only in solid-phase nucleation process [28], whereas cannot be realized
in undercooled Ge melt at around the melting point of a-Ge [29], as in the case of Si
[13].
Although similar microstructures are seen in FLC poly-Si and poly-Ge films, we
can confirm some differences in them. One is the interval of microscopic periodic
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structures: 0.7-0.85 µm for Ge and ~1 µm for Si. Since heat generation and thermal
diffusion are involved in the EC process, differences between these values of Si and Ge
should be discussed.

The values of heat generation due to crystallization per unit

volume in Ge and Si are almost same (~196 cal/cm3) [30], and are not the cause of
shortening the interval of the microstructure in FLC poly-Ge films. On the other hand,
according to the values of thermal diffusion coefficient, density, and specific heat in
literatures [10,31], the thermal diffusivity of a-Ge of 5.5×10-3 cm2/s is larger than that of
a-Si of 4.0×10-3 cm2/s. This difference is not negligible and might affect the interval
of the periodic microstructures.

Further numerical investigation is needed to

quantitatively understand the limiting factors of the periodicity of the microscopic
structures.
Another curious difference in FLC poly-Si and poly-Ge films is the shape of grains
in the large-grain regions. As has been reported previously, grains in the large-grain
region of FLC poly-Si films are significantly stretched in a lateral crystallization
direction [13,16,17], while grains in the large-grain region of FLC poly-Ge films have
rather symmetric shapes. These phenomena can be understood as follows.

In the

case of Si, LPE speed has negative slope with respect to temperature at around the
melting point of a-Si [10], meaning that the lower temperature of Si melt results in
faster LPE.

Since thermal gradient exists along a lateral crystallization direction

during EC, grains in large-grain regions formed through LPE tends to be stretched. On
the contrary, the LPE speed of Ge becomes smaller at lower temperatures around the
melting point of a-Ge [11]. The lateral stretching of grains is therefore suppressed, and
relatively symmetric-shaped grains are formed in the large-grain region of FLC poly-Ge
films.
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Finally, we discuss the possible advantages of using Ge for the precursor of FLA in
photovoltaic applications. FLC poly-Ge films could be utilized in the bottom layers of
tandem cells due to its small band-gap and resulting effective absorption of infra-red
light.

In fabricating tandem structures, the simultaneous crystallization of stacked

a-Ge and a-Si films by FLA is probably possible. This is because EC is a high-speed
lateral crystallization and there is no sufficient duration for the inter-diffusion of Si and
Ge atoms. We have actually confirmed that p-i-n a-Si films can be crystallized by FLA
with no remarkable change of the abrupt profiles of dopant atoms [14]. Another
possible usage of Ge is the formation of FLC poly-SiGe alloy from a-SiGe precursor
films. The difference of the interval of periodic microscopic structures in FLC poly-Si
and poly-Ge films indicates the possibility of controlling the periodicity by tuning the
composition of Si and Ge in precursor a-SiGe films. Periodic surface roughness in
FLC films can be utilized as anti-reflection structures when they are used in
substrate-type cells, as has been mentioned above [18]. Furthermore, if the FLC films
are used in superstrate-type cells, the surface periodic structures of FLC films can be
utilized as textured back reflectors.

In these structures, the periodicity of the

microstructures is quite effective to enhance light trapping [22], and the tuning of the
periodicity by changing Ge contents in SiGe films would contribute to obtaining more
photo-current in actual solar cells.

5. Summary
The EC of a-Ge films can leave behind periodic surface microstructures, similar to
the case of the EC of Cat-CVD or sputtered a-Si films. Microstructures inside FLC
poly-Ge films are also quite similar to those of FLC poly-Si films, which probably
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indicates the emergence of EC in the same crystallization manner. These facts mean
that this curious crystallization could occur universally in a variety of materials. FLC
poly-Ge films have different spacing of the periodic structures compared to FLC poly-Si
films, indicating the possibility of controlling the periodicity of microstructures by
using a-SiGe alloy for precursors.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1

The spectrum of flash lamp light used in this study.

Fig. 2 Surface of a FLC poly-Ge film formed with the irradiation of flash lamp light
with duration of 5 ms and sub-pulse emission frequency of 3 kHz. One macroscopic
stripe pattern is indicated by a pair of arrows.

Fig. 3 Raman spectrum of (a) a precursor a-Ge film and (b) FLC poly-Ge films before
and after wet etching.

The spectrum of a Ge wafer is also shown for comparison.

Fig. 4 Surface SEM image of a FLC poly-Ge film. An arrow indicates a lateral
crystallization direction.

Fig. 5

(a) Bright-field and (b) dark-field cross-sectional TEM images of a FLC

poly-Ge film. The cross-section was formed along a crystallization direction. Solid
and dashed arrows close to the surface of the poly-Ge film on the bright-field image
indicate large-grain and fine-grain regions, respectively.

Fig. 6 Electron diffraction patterns of FLC poly-Ge observed at positions “a” and “b”
marked in Fig. 4(a).

Fig. 7

High-resolution TEM image of the fine-grain region of a FLC poly-Ge film.

Fig. 8

High-resolution TEM image of the large-grain region of a FLC poly-Ge film.
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